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Keshe has been developing this technology for 40 years, now opening a University. No 
manuals in the Space, you have to learn it in yourself. (:19). If you think you can 
understand Plasma after 5 years study, you have become narrow minded. This is a living 
knowledge. We'll not use tittles here, learn and teach as equals, first time in human 
history. Explain according to our level of understanding. When you start dreaming of the 
Plasma, is the time you start to understand it. Belgium government have tried to kill 
Keshe so at opening function asked not to come. Criminal investigation going on. 
Yukoko from Japan and she went to Fukoshima to help her nation, now Keshe 
Foundation is leading gin clean up behind the scenes. She caused the government to 
move. If USA would remove the restriction on Keshe traveling. Keshe is banned from 
NASA.  (1:07).  Luca's demonstration of experiment, "Apple" plasma and trying to 
measure MG fields of apple. These are modeled after "Armen's Coil".  Kundalini reactor. 
(1:46). One Belgium scientist created a black box that creates Energy out of air. Keshe 
asked to evaluate it, and declared it correct. He understood the work of Tesla in the 
matter state. Keshe developed different ways of coiling the copper wires. Perpetual 
motion the is invisible but effective on matter level. Coils sit outside and rotate magnets 
outside. Due to gradient of field strengths. This technology produces Kilowatts. Twist it 
back on itself. (1:55). A description of how huge amounts of energy that are crossing 
boundaries. Nano coat and Gans, trying to pressurize through Gans. Something going 
over head and we don't see it. Electron vibration that gets released in a Plasmatic state, 
huge amounts of energy. Amplifier of plasmatic energy. You do the same thing when you
eat a banana (2:07).  Forced pressure on the plasma through a Nano coated wire, add 
coiled copper wire Nano coated that you can add current, then Gans material and a Nano 
coated wire around the center. Creating a MG pressure that releases energy. You can 
even do it with plastic or wood. Tapping into Universal Energy and zero-time travel, 
because you have passed the matter border of plasma. We do this when we turn on 
electric heater but at kilowatts, go down to micro-watts and release the plasma on Nano 
coat. You have to find out at what level it will release. Tritium is the easy way and 
Japanese have it. Gamma rays from the plasma. Using loops of Nano coated copper 
wires. Take Cu wire, wrap one Cu Nano coat and one Al wire and Zinc around it. This is 
the structure of Human Body. Why do you think you have 2 legs? This is how Chakras 
increase in strength as go up. (2:24) Organs within the body dictates the strengths. So 
strong it produces Intelligence. How to create it without relying on the matter state. Why 
you have glands in the body. Kidneys control how much Energy goes up, which dictates 
the intelligence of man. No Cu wires in Body, but very low MG fields in the lining of 
intestines, locks in to what is inside passing to what is outside to transmit and convert it 
back into energy in the lymph, gets the entire body heated (37 degrees). You do this in 
your systems. Oil gushing out of earth for millions of years, plasma conversion has 
always been there, but need to understand. Universal Energy is as you need it, endless. 
The matter state is only the crumb left over. In Chinese group, why does the green leaves 
remain in freezing winter? 
Last day in old building, moving to Bari, Italy.  
The alignment of Eclipses, like with Pyramids. The upper atmosphere is in Gans state, 
when they come down they convert to matter. The conversion is the same in Stomach. 



The salt in Sea leads to conversion of Gas to Gans, (earth atmosphere is a salt Gas), and 
Gans to matter state. This heats the atmosphere of planet. You create the new condition 
for the conversion. Life exists within all the atmosphere, called salt conditon/Gans leads 
to conversion into matter.    LIFE in the Solar Salt, "conversion medium".


